Argumentative corpora are costly to create and are available in only few languages with English dominating the area. In this paper we release the first publicly available Mandarin argumentative corpus. The corpus is created by exploiting the idea of comparable corpora from Statistical Machine Translation. We use existing corpora in English and manually map the claims and premises to comparable corpora in Mandarin. We also implement a simple solution to automate this approach with the view of creating argumentative corpora in other less-resourced languages. In this way we introduce a new task of multi-lingual argument mapping that can be evaluated using our English-Mandarin argumentative corpus. The preliminary results of our automatic argument mapper mirror the simplicity of our approach, but provide a baseline for further improvements.
Introduction
Identifying argument, i.e. claims and their associated pieces of evidence (premises) in large volumes of textual data has the potential to revolutionarise our access to information. Argument based search for information would for example facilitate individual and organisational decisionmaking, make learning more efficient, enable quicker reporting on present and past events, to name just a few broad applications. Even more important is argument mining in the multi-lingual context, by which argument based search would be available to people in the language of their preference.
Argument mining is a new, but rapidly growing area of research within Computational Linguistic that has gained a great popularity in the last five years. For instance, since 2014 the meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL) is hosting a workshop specifically dedicated to Argument Mining. 1 Current studies report methods for argument mining in legal documents (Reed et al., 2008) , persuasive essays (Nguyen and Litman, 2015) , Wikipedia articles Rinott et al., 2015) , discussion fora (Swanson et al., 2015) , political debates (Lippi and Torroni, 2016 ) and news (Sardianos et al., 2015; AlKhatib et al., 2016) . In terms of methodology, supervised machine learning is a central technique used in all these studies. This assumes the availability of data sets -argumentative texts -to train and test the argument mining models. Such data sets are readily available in English and -although in comparably smaller quantities -in very few European languages such as German or Italian. Languages other than these are currently neglected. We are only aware of the study conducted by Chow (2016) who manually annotated Chinese news editorial paragraphs about whether they contain an argument or not. However, the boundaries of the arguments and their claims and premises were not annotated. Due to this lack of data the research and development of argumentation mining outside English and few European languages is very limited, rendering multi-lingual argument mining and language independent argument based search impossible.
In this research we aim to fill this gap. We aim to map existing argument annotations from a source language to a target language. For this purpose an ideal situation would be if there existed parallel documents where the source docu-ments are annotated for arguments and where every sentence in the source document had a translation in the target document. In this case one could easily map any argumentative annotation from the source language to the target one. However, parallel data are sparse. In particular there exist no annotated argumentative corpora with parallel documents in any other language, expect the one described by Peldszus and Stede (2015) who report argumentative microtexts corpora in German that is also translated into English. Instead, inspired by the statistical machine translation (SMT) methods, we explore the idea of comparable corpora to obtain argumentative data sets. A comparable corpus contains pairs of documents written in two different languages. The document pairs usually share the same topic but the documents in a pair are not necessarily entirely translations of each other. However, they may share few sentences that are translation of each other. Related work has shown the usefulness of such corpora for training SMT system for under-resourced languages, cross-lingual information retrieval and assisted machine translation (Marton et al., 2009; Aker et al., 2013; Hashemi and Shakery, 2014; Kumano et al., 2007; Sharoff et al., 2006; Skadiņa et al., 2012; Marcu, 2005, 2002; Rapp, 1999) . Given the difficulty and the cost of creating an argumentative corpus, extracting arguments from comparable corpora by automatically mapping arguments from the source language corpus to their translations in the target language seems an attractive avenue. In this work, we take a preliminary step to evaluating the viability of such an approach. This paper reports on the first Mandarin argumentative corpus that is obtained using comparable corpora. We make use of the existing corpora, in which English documents are annotated for arguments, i.e. where sentences within the documents are marked as claims and premises. We manually map these English sentences to the target documents, by determining sentences in Mandarin that are translations of the English argumentative sentences. In addition, we report the results of our attempt to automatise this manual process of cross-lingual argument mapping. This data set will be publicly available for the research community.
Overall the paper contributes the following:
• We make available a first freely available argumentative corpus of Mandarin, also containing projected argumentative sentences from English to Mandarin comparable articles.
• We introduce a new task of creating multilingual argumentative corpora based on the idea of mapping argumentative sentences between articles that are comparable. Our manually generated data can be used to evaluate performance of automatic approaches.
• We establish and evaluate the possibility of obtaining argumentative corpora in any language with lower cost. To this end we propose a first baseline system for mapping English argumentative sentences into Mandarin.
Data
We work with the argumentative data published by . The data contains the annotation of English Wikipedia articles for topic specific claims called Context Dependent Claims (CDCs) and premises referred as Context Dependent Evidence (CDE). A topic is a short phrase and frames the discussion within the article . A CDC is a general, concise statement that directly supports or contests the given topic . A CDE is a text segment that directly supports a claim in the context of the topic (Rinott et al., 2015) . The data released in 2014 contains 1392 labeled claims for 33 different topics, and 1291 labeled premises for 350 distinct claims in 12 different topics . The average number of premises for each claim is 3.69.
To create the comparable corpora we used the inter-language links provided by Wikipedia to link the English articles to the articles in the target language Mandarin. The original data has 315 English articles of which have 160 corresponding Mandarin articles. These 160 pairs of EnglishMandarin articles build the basis for mapping arguments from the English to Mandarin.
Manual mapping
In our manual process we first mapped Context Dependent Claims (CDCs) and then for each successfully mapped CDC its Context Dependent Evidence (CDEs). To do this we first automatically determined the sentences within the English Wikipedia articles that contained those CDCs and Table 1 summarizes the results of this process. In total 79 CDCs out of 1392 (5.7%) were mapped. These mappings were found in 34 English-Mandarin article pairs. The remaining 126 article pairs did not share any argumentative sentences. For the 79 CDCs we also analysed their premises (CDEs) and repeated the mapping process to determine corresponding Mandarin CDEs. In total we found 27 CDEs belonging to 18 CDCs. Table 2 shows an example CDC along with its CDEs in both languages.
Compared to the English the number of CDCs and CDEs mapped into Mandarin is substantially smaller. We have noted three major reasons for this data reduction:
• No article to match an English one: In this case there is no Mandarin article to match an English one. In most cases this is due to the topic of the article being very specific, so there are only limited language versions available. This is the reason why only 160 Mandarin articles could be identified for 315 English articles.
• Dissimilar contents: In this case there is a matched Mandarin article for the English one, but the contents of the article are not similar. This happens in articles which talk about topics whose content is country specific. Like Google China (https://en.wikipedia.org/ wiki/Google_China) that talks about country specific events or government control wheres the corresponding English version does not contain any of Mandarin topics.
• Missing sections: The matched Mandarin article has missing sections. When the English claims are in those missing parts then there is no corresponding Mandarin mapping.
In a final step it was important to verify that the matched argument pairs are indeed comparable. This assessment was performed by three native Mandarin speakers fluent in English educated to post-graduate level. Their task was to indicate whether the sentences containing claims and premises in English translate into Mandarin claims and premises identified by our annotator. These assessors worked independently of each other. Only one argument was judged as not being an identified translation. The assessors agreed on all identified translation with our annotator and with each other, leading to the inter-annotator agreement of kappa = 1 based on Cohen's kappa.
Automatic mapping
As our manual effort indicates, there is a substantial reduction in data set, when comparable corpora are used to identify arguments that match in source and target languages. For this reason, an automatic approach to argument matching is mandatory in order to achieve larger data set sizes for multi-lingual argument mining approaches. In addition, successfull automatation of matching would open up the possibiity of creation argumentative corpora from any less-resourced language for which comparable corpora are available.
To evaluate the viability of an automatic approach and create a first benchmark we also performed a simple automatic mapping of English CDCs and CDEs into Mandarin. Our approach relies on automatic machine translation using MOSES (Koehn et al., 2007) and Google translate 4 .
We trained MOSES using the publicly available parallel corpora from the HIT IR-lab 5 . For each English article we first translate all CDCs and CDEs into Mandarin. Next, we compare each of those translated argumentative pieces of text with every sentence from the corresponding Mandarin article. Our comparison is based on cosine similarity without stop-word removal. To perform tokenisation we used THULAC 6 an efficient Chi- nese lexical analyser. We evaluate the performance using accuracy of our automatic mapping solution in retrieving correct pairs. For each CDC and CDE we check whether the most similar Mandarin sentence (according to cosine similarity) is also the correct pair. If yes, this is regarded as correct mapping, otherwise it is marked as wrong. Our evaluation results give us an accuracy of 24% for MOSES based translation and 49% for Google based translation. The Google based results are substantially better than those obtained through MOSES translation. This is because the MOSES decoder fails to translate many cases correctly.
Discussion
Our simple approach to tackling the automatic mapping of CDCs and CDEs achieves very low accuracy scores. Although the accuracy of the argument mapper based on the Google translation is substantially higher than the one achieved through MOSES translation, 49% of correct matches are still not satisfactory. This indicates that the task of argument matching in comparable corpora requires more sophisticated methods. One venue for improvement could be to extract richer features capturing sequential translations. Another direction for improvement could be towards a two phases approach. In the first phase one could reduce the Mandarin sentences by using an argumentative cue filter. In the second phase rich features could be extracted from the remaining candidates to perform the final pairing.
In terms of size the closest corpus to the one presented in this work is the one reported by Boltužić andŠnajder (2014) with 300 sentences. However, despite its small size at present, our corpus has important potential applications. Apart from training initial Mandarin argument mining solutions it can serve as a benchmark data for the task of mapping argumentative sentences from English to Mandarin. Systems performing with high precision on this data can be used to extend the given corpus by (1) determining annotated documents in the source language, (2) finding comparable documents in Mandarin and (3) using the mapping tool to map the source annotations to Mandarin.
Conclusion
In this paper we release the first Mandarin argumentative corpus containing Context Dependent Claims (CDCs) and Context Dependent Evidence (CDE). We obtained the corpus by manually mapping existing CDCs and CDEs from English Wikipedia articles to corresponding Mandarin articles. With this corpus we provide the basis for developing first argumentation mining solutions for Mandarin. The data can be downloaded from git-hub. 7 By tackling the need for multi-lingual arguments in this paper we also introduced a new task: mapping argumentative sentences from one language to another. With this task we open up possibilities for obtaining argumentative resources in less-resourced languages with substantially lower cost than the manual effort.
Finally, we introduced a simple automatic tool for performing the argument mapping between English and Mandarin. The modest accuracy results achieved by this simple approach indicate that more sophisticated methods are necessary for argument mapping. We plan to improve the performance of our tool by investigating richer features and also the idea of filtering out sentences in the Mandarin languages that bare no argumentation. Our method reported in this work is a baseline system for argument mapping, and its scores can serve as a benchmark for further more sophisticated methods.
